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Abstract—Various neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s
disease (PD), stroke, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), etc.
cause oromotor dysfunctions resulting in significant speech and
swallowing impairments. Assessment and monitoring of speech
disorders offer effective and non-invasive opportunities for dif-
ferential diagnosis and treatment monitoring of neurological
disorders. Oral diadochokinesis (oral-DDK) is a widely used
test conducted by speech-language pathologists (SLPs) to assess
speech impairments. Unfortunately, analysis of the oral-DDK
tests relies on perceptual judgments by SLPs and are often sub-
jective and qualitative, thus limiting their clinical value. In this
paper, we propose a multi-modal oral-DDK test analysis system
involving automated processing of complementary 1D audio and
2D video signals of both speech and swallowing function. The
system aims to automatically generate objective and quantitative
measures from the oral-DDK tests to aid early diagnosis and
treatment monitoring of neurological disorders. The audio signal
analysis component of the proposed system involves a novel multi-
scale deep learning network. The video signal analysis component
involves tracking mouth and jaw motion during speech tests using
our visual landmark tracking software. The proposed system has
been evaluated on speech files corresponding to 9 different DDK
speech syllables. The experimental results demonstrate promising
audio syllable detection performance with an average of 1.6%
count error across different types of oral-DDK speech tasks.
Moreover, our preliminary results demonstrate added value of
combined audio and video signal analysis.

Index Terms—Oral diadochokinesis, syllable detection,
mouth/jaw motion, deep learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (PD),
stroke, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) disrupt the
neural communication pathways between the brain and cranio-
facial muscles, resulting in weakness and poor coordination of
the craniofacial muscles involved in speaking and swallowing
[1]. These problems significantly diminish patients’ quality of
life and can develop into multiple life-threatening conditions
such as malnutrition, dehydration, and aspiration pneumonia.
Early diagnosis, disease progress monitoring, and treatment
efficacy monitoring are crucial for medical decision making,
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Fig. 1: The proposed multi-modal and multi-scale oral-DDK
analysis pipeline.

timely intervention, and ultimately for improving patients’
quality and duration of life. Various medical tests can be
used to diagnose and monitor neurological disorders, some of
which can be too invasive and expensive to use on a routine
basis. Oral diadochokinesis (oral-DDK) is a test conducted
by speech-language pathologists (SLPs) to assess and monitor
motor speech disorders common in PD, stroke, ALS, and other
neurological disorders [2]. During the test, the patient is asked
to repeat speech syllables (e.g.,“Pa”, “Ta”, “Ka” or multi-
syllable sequences such as “Pa-Ta-Ka”) as fast as possible in a
given time. SLPs use these tests to estimate the DDK speech
rate and assess general functioning of different parts of the
mouth and corresponding craniofacial muscles [3].

Manual calculation of DDK rate from audio and video
files is a subjective, time-intensive, and error-prone task.
Computational signal analysis solutions such as [4] and our
earlier system DeepDDK [5] offer potential for non-invasive,
lightweight, accessible, and affordable DDK analysis capa-
bilities. Recently, various speech analysis systems have been
explored for qualitative and quantitative analysis of neurolog-
ical disorders: Deep regression networks [6] [7] have been
proposed for Parkinson’s disease state estimation using acous-
tic data; multi-modal deep learning networks employing both



audio and video features have been proposed for depression
identification [8]; and oral-DDK test derived measures have
been proposed for identification of idiopathic Parkinson’s
disease [9]. However, despite recent advances, audio and video
signal analysis of oral-DDK tests remains a challenging task
for neurological disorders because of large variability in symp-
tom severity within and between patients as well as diminished
amplitude and frequency of audio and video signals due to
reduced range of motion of the jaw and craniofacial muscles.
While single scale audio signal analysis is effective in healthy
populations as demonstrated in our earlier DeepDDK work
[5], single scale processing leads to over- or under-detection
of syllables for populations with neurological disorders due to
severely modified speech patterns.

In this paper, we present a deep learning based multi-scale
system for automated analysis of oral-DDK tests. This system
is further improved by incorporating motion analysis of the
mouth and jaw in synchrony with audio signals. The proposed
multi-modal audio and video processing system designed for
robust analysis of oral-DDK tests is illustrated in Figure 1. Be-
yond improved processing accuracy, the proposed synchronous
analysis of audio- and visual-based biomarkers introduces a
potential to reveal untapped diagnostic capabilities for SLPs in
clinical practice. The ultimate goal of this work is to enable ro-
bust computation of objective and quantitative measures from
the oral-DDK tests to facilitate early diagnosis and treatment
monitoring of neurological disorders in clinical practice.

II. METHOD

The proposed system consists of two parallel subsystems
for improved robustness. The first subsystem is responsible
for analysis of audio signals, while the second subsystem
is responsible for tracking mouth and jaw motion occurring
during oral-DDK tests.

A. MS-DeepDDK: Multi-scale DeepDDK syllable detection
network

Oral-DDK audio signal analysis involves: (1) sliding tem-
poral window syllable/non-syllable classification; and (2) lo-
calization of start and end timestamps for individual syllables.
During oral-DDK tests, large variations in audio signal am-
plitude, frequency, and pitch occur due to test subjects’ age,
gender, fatigue, and severity of their neurological disorders
affecting speech production. In order to ensure robust syllable
detection despite these signal variations, we propose a multi-
scale syllable detection deep learning network.

1) MS-DeepDDK Network Architecture: The proposed
multi-scale syllable detection network, MS-DeepDDK, con-
sists of three streams of one dimensional convolutional sub-
networks responsible for feature extraction. The inputs to the
processing streams are generated using three different temporal
scales corresponding to sliding temporal windows of 0.09,
0.12, and 0.15 seconds. These temporal window sizes were
selected according to the average syllable durations listed in
Table I. In each stream, one-dimensional input vectors are
convolved with one-dimensional convolutional kernels. Two

TABLE I: Average durations for oral-DDK syllables “Pa”
“Ta” “Ka” and for various other syllables that are close
substitutes.

Average Syllable Durations (seconds)
“Pa” “Ta” “Ka” “Ba” “Da” “Ga” “La” “Ma” “Ha” Average
0.12 0.17 0.14 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.14 0.12

max-pooling layers are added between two groups of adjacent
convolutional layers to enlarge the receptive field of these
convolution operations. The one-dimensional convolutional
feature vectors, outputted from the three parallel processing
streams, are concatenated and fed to two consecutive fully con-
nected layers to perform syllable/non-syllable classification.
The proposed deep learning network architecture is shown in
Figure 2. Network parameters for the three parallel feature
extraction streams are summarized in Table II.

2) Network Training: Using our custom oral-DDK data col-
lection iOS App, we conducted an IRB-approved study to col-
lect oral-DDK data from 17 testers for 9 tasks (corresponding
to syllables “Pa”, “Ta”, “Ka”, “Da”, “Ba”, “Ga”, “La”, “Ma”,
and “Ha”). Following study consent, subjects were instructed
to repeat each syllable as fast as they could for 15 seconds.
Each task was repeated twice, resulting in 306 audio files of
length 15 seconds. All audio files were sampled at 44.1 kHz.
Annotated training data was generated by consensus of three
domain experts using our interactive oral-DDK annotation
software, TongueTwister. Ground truth annotations consists
of a series of timestamps marking each syllable. Locations
of these timestamps typically corresponded to signal local
maxima within the syllable/event. Considering average audio
event duration (see Table I), three different scales of temporal
windows centered at the ground-truth syllable timestamps were
used as positive samples (syllables) to train the proposed
network. Each timestamp was used to produce three positive
temporal windows. Midpoints between consecutive syllable
timestamps were used to generate negative samples (non-
syllables). As in the case of positive samples, three negative
temporal windows were extracted from each midpoint. Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [10] were computed
for the extracted positive and negative temporal windows.
These coefficients were flattened and fed into the proposed
network for training.

3) Syllable Detection using MS-DeepDDK: Main process-
ing steps involved in the proposed audio signal based syllable
detection and localization processes can be summarized as
follows:

1) Classification: MFCC features computed from temporal
windows are flattened and fed into the proposed multi-
scale network MS-DeepDDK. For each sliding window
(with a stride 1

10 × temporal window size), the pro-
posed network predicts a class label, syllable versus non-
syllable. The process produces a binary 1D array L,
where L(t) = 1 indicates the presence of a syllable at
time t.

2) Interval preprocessing: Morphological closing is applied
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Fig. 2: The architecture of the proposed multi-scale syllable detection deep learning network MS-DeepDDK.

to L to fill small gaps in class labels. Syllable event time
intervals E = {E1, .., En} are identified by applying
connected component labeling to L. Ei represents the
interval of time corresponding to a syllable. n indicates
the syllable/event count in the file.

3) Syllable timestamp prediction: For each syllable event
interval Ei, the center of the interval is extracted as the
final timestamp prediction for each syllable event.

B. Visual Oral-DDK Analysis through Mouth and Jaw Motion
Tracking

For visual analysis of mouth and jaw motion during oral-
DDK tests, we use JawTrack tracking software [11] [12].
JawTrack is our group’s visual tracking software that provides
functionalities of landmark tracking, automated and manual
motion event detection, and automated computation of biolog-
ically motivated outcome measures. JawTrack uses normalized
2D cross correlation [13] and motion pattern analysis to track
landmarks of interests selected by users. JawTrack supports
multiple image modalities (i.e., visible and X-ray) and has
been used for tracking landmarks of interest on various animal
(mice, rat, dog) and human motion studies [12]. In order to
track mouth and jaw motion during oral-DDK tests, we have
marked three locations of interest (i.e., philtrum, mentolabial
sulcus, and chin) with colored stickers applied to the skin.
The three markers are tracked, visualized, and analyzed using
JawTrack. The philtrum is used as a reference point. Distances
of mentolabial sulcus and chin to philtrum in time are used
to quantify motion and open/closed states of the mouth. A
sample screenshot of the JawTrack interface during visual
DDK analysis is shown in Figure 3. In the example, 1D plot
illustrates the distance between the philtrum and mentolabial
sulcus in time, where the green and red dots on the graph
mark the automatically detected opened and closed states of
the mouth/jaw.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Oral syllable detection accuracy

As described in Section II-A2, we have collected 306 audio
files from 17 subjects, corresponding to 9 different syllables,

philtrum

mentolabial
sulcus

chin

Fig. 3: Sample screenshot for JawTrack visual tracking soft-
ware during oral-DDK mouth and jaw motion analysis.

TABLE II: Network parameters for the feature extraction
streams in the proposed MS-DeepDDK network.

Layer name kernel size, # channels
conv1 1 x 3, 64
conv2 1 x 3, 64
conv3 1 x 3, 64
maxpooling1D 1 x 4
conv4 1 x 3, 128
conv5 1 x 3, 128
conv6 1 x 3, 128
maxpooling1D 1 x 4
conv7 1 x 3, 256
conv8 1 x 3, 256

and two audio files for each syllable type. These files were
first analyzed by unsupervised gammatone-based [14] syllable
detection option in our TongueTwister software. The detections
were then corrected by expert SLPs using our visualization and
editing interface to produce ground-truth data. Out of these
306 audio files, 225 audio files (74%) were randomly selected
for training the proposed multi-scale DDK syllable detection
network MS-DeepDDK. The remaining 81 files (26%) were
used to test the syllable detection performance. Each audio file
was 15 seconds long. The average number of events per audio
file was 74.

We compare the performance of the proposed MS-



TABLE III: Mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square error
(MSE) comparisons for oral-DDK syllable detection.

MAE MSE
Pre-linguistic [15] 3.2375 31.6375
MFCC+linearSVM 3.5432 31.0741
Smekal et al. [17] [16] 17.6420 4178.3580
DeepDDK [5] 1.6049 4.4198
MS-DeepDDK (proposed) 1.1852 2.9630

TABLE IV: Cumulative scores (CS) for the compared methods
for different count error tolerances.

CS(0) CS(1) CS(2) CS(3) CS(4) CS(5)
Smekal et al. [17] [16] 0.0370 0.1852 0.3086 0.3827 0.4568 0.5185
MFCC+LinearSVM 0.1358 0.3086 0.5432 0.6667 0.7407 0.8148
Pre-linguistic
segmentation [15] 0.1235 0.4815 0.7161 0.7902 0.8025 0.8272

DeepDDK [5] 0.2099 0.5556 0.8149 0.8519 0.9630 1.0
MS-DeepDDK
(proposed) 0.3210 0.7407 0.8642 0.9136 0.9753 1.0

DeepDDK network to four DDK syllable detection ap-
proaches: (1) pre-linguistic audio segmentation [15]; (2) non-
linear dynamic features combined with empirical mode de-
composition (EMD); [16], [17], (3) Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) combined with linear support vector
machines (SVM); and (4) our earlier deep DDK syllable
detection network DeepDDK [5].

Evaluations were carried out in terms of Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), Mean Square Error (MSE), and Cumulative
Score (CS) [18], [19] that compared the number of syllable
events in the ground truth versus in the automated predictions.
These evaluation measures are defined as follows:

MAE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|gi − pi| (1)

MSE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(gi − pi)
2 (2)

CS(x) =
Ne≤x

N
× 100% (3)

where gi and pi represent the ground truth and predicted
number of syllable events in oral-DDK audio file i, N is the
total number of test audio files, and Ne≤x is the number of
files where the prediction makes an absolute count error of
less than or equal to error tolerance x.

Syllable detection mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean
square errors (MSE) are listed in Table III. The pro-
posed multi-scale oral-DDK syllable detection network MS-
DeepDDK achieves the lowest MAE and MSE errors among
all five algorithms with an average absolute count error of less
than 1.2, corresponding to less than 1.60% error rate, given
that the average total number of syllable events in a file is 74.
MS-DeepDDK improves MAE and MSE scores with respect
to the next best result DeepDDK [5] by 26.15% and 32.96%
respectively.

For a more detailed analysis of the syllable detection errors,
we compute and compare cumulative score (CS) measures

TABLE V: Detailed cumulative score (CS) analysis for
the proposed MS-DeepDDK network using five-folds cross-
validation.

Cumulative score (CS) of different counts error toleranceFold 0 1 2 3 4 5 >5
1 44.44% 81.48% 90.74% 96.30% 98.15% 100% 0.00%
2 33.33% 68.52% 85.19% 94.44% 96.30% 96.30% 3.70%
3 33.33% 76.39% 88.89% 91.67% 95.83% 97.22% 2.78%
4 22.22% 57.41% 75.93% 87.04% 94.44% 96.30% 3.70%
5 38.89% 73.61% 84.72% 97.22% 100% 100% 0.00%
Avg. 34.44% 71.48% 85.09% 93.33% 96.94% 97.96% 2.04%
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Fig. 5: Boxplot of the absolute count errors for five-folds cross-
validation.

for absolute count error tolerances of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 corresponding to percent error tolerances of 0%, 1.35%,
2.70%, 4.05%, 5.41%, and 6.76% respectively. Cumulative
score plots for the compared approaches are shown in Figure
4. Detailed cumulative scores for different tolerance levels are
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Fig. 6: Audio-visual analysis of oral-DDK tests. Top: The blue waveform is the original audio waveform. The green line on
top of the blue waveform is the signal envelope. Yellow dots mark event timestamps generated by the proposed MS-DeepDDK
network. Bottom: the blue signal denotes the distance between the philtrum and mentolabial sulcus in time, automatically
computed using our JawTrack visual tracking software. Green and red dots represent opened and closed states of the mouth/jaw
outputted by JawTrack.

listed in Table IV. MS-DeepDDK outperforms the compared
approaches for all error tolerances and outperforms the next
best approach DeepDDK [5] by 11.11%, 18.51%, 4.93%,
6.17%, and 1.23% for absolute count error tolerances of 0
to 4, respectively.

B. K-folds cross-validation of syllable event detection

We further analyzed the performance of the proposed MS-
DeepDDK approach using five-folds cross-validation. All oral-
DDK audio files in the study, 306 files in total, are divided
into five folds. Five experiments are performed where one fold
of files is kept for testing and the remaining four folds of files
are used for training of the proposed network MS-DeepDDK.
The five-folds cross-validation results are shown in Table V.
As we can see on the last row in Table V, over 85% of the test
audio files have an absolute count error equal to or less than
2, corresponding to a 2.7% error rate given that the average
number of events per audio was 74. On average, nearly 98%
of the test audio files have an absolute count error equal to or
less than 5, corresponding to a 6.8% error rate given that the
average number of events per audio was 74.

Boxplots of the five-folds cross-validation results are shown
in Figure 5. Mean and median values of each fold are less
than 2 absolute count errors (2.7% error rate), demonstrating
robustness across the whole dataset. There are six audio files

that have an absolute count error larger than 5, three of which
are “La” audio files, one is “Ga”, and one is “Ha”. These
syllables have less clear phonetic boundaries between two
adjacent syllables and irregular audio waveforms compared
to standard oral-DDK test syllables “Pa”, “Ta”, “Ka”.

C. Visual Oral-DDK Analysis

Three common sources of errors during oral-DDK audio
signal analysis are: (1) background noise in the environment,
(2) non-syllable events such as breaths or coughs that produce
sound, and (3) weak audio signal amplitudes particularly due
to fatigue. Visual cues complement audio signals to overcome
these error sources.

Figure 6 illustrates the complementary nature of the audio-
based MS-DeepDDK and visual JawTrack oral-DDK event
detection outputs. Vertical lines marked with labels A, B,
C, and D illustrate specific cases where use of both signals
improve detection accuracy. (A) Weak false detections by MS-
DeepDDK can be filtered-out using JawTrack output that does
not detect mouth/jaw opening motion at those timestamps.
These false-positive detections can be caused by background
noise. (B) Weak false detection by MS-DeepDDK correspond-
ing to a breath can be filtered-out using JawTrack output,
where breath events are clearly characterized by abnormally
larger signal peaks in height and width (motion amplitude



and duration). (C-D) Missed detections in mouth/jaw motion
analysis can be corrected using clear syllable signatures in
MS-DeepDDK.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a deep-learning-based system for au-
tomated analysis of oral-DDK tasks. The proposed system
allows objective and quantitative analysis of oral-DDK data
corresponding to a task routinely used by SLPs for assessment
and monitoring of oral motor speech abilities. Experimental
results show robust syllable detection and localization capabil-
ities across different types of DDK tests. Use of complemen-
tary audio-visual cues leads to further robustness. Accurate,
objective, quantitative analysis of oral-DDK data is of great
significance because these tests can be potentially used to
facilitate diagnosis and monitoring of neurological disorders,
particularly progressive ones such as PD, ALS, and multiple
system atrophy. Our future plans include improved fusion of
audio and visual cues and testing of the proposed system for
analysis of early Parkinson’s disease patient data.
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